
Marine Biology
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(Oceanic Provinces, Ocean Resources, Marine Pollution)
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1. Matching:

_____a. Black colored lichens I. Splash zone

_____b. California mussel II. Upper intertidal

_____c. Buckshot barnacle (Chthalamus) III. Middle intertidal

_____d. Goose barnacle IV. Lower intertidal

_____e. Sea palm

_____f. Acorn barnacle (Balanus)

_____g. Periwinkle snail

_____h. Octopus

_____I. Brown sea hare

_____j. Sea urchin

_____k. Sea star

_____l. Sea Anemone

_____m. Feather Boa Kelp

2. List 4 reasons that the rocky intertidal of the Pacific Coast of North America has such
high species diversity.

3. What is a Keystone Species? Why is the sea star considered a keystone species in
intertidal regions in California?
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4. List at least two characteristic animals for each zone in the rocky intertidal on the
diagram below.

5. Using the diagram below, explain why there is a difference in the distribution of acorn
and buckshot barnacles from the time of larval settlement to the time when the barnacles
are adults. What  factors that influence the zonation adult buckshot and acorn barnacles?
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6. Examine the diagram below: A. Structure A is___________

        B. What is meant by the term
anoxic?

______________________

C. How does structure A enable clams
to live in anoxic muds?

______________________

7. Examine the diagrams below. 

Diagram A Diagram B

A. What is the common name of the worm in diagram A? How does it feed?

B. What is the common name of the worm in diagram B? How does it feed?

C. If you wanted to collect specimens of these worms where would you go?
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8. Identify the two organisms below. Where are these organisms found in the marine
environment?

A. Name:_____________ B. Name:______________

Location:___________ Location:____________

9. The organisms in the diagram below are found on mud flats in estuaries. Identify the
organisms A - D.

A._______________

B._______________

C._______________

D._______________

10. What is the
feeding strategy of
the organisms in
the diagram?

A._______________

B._______________

C._______________

D._______________
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11. Give two examples of each of the following:

A. Infauna: ____________________ ____________________

B. Epifauna: ____________________ ____________________

A. Meiofauna: ____________________ ____________________

12. How do sand crabs (mole crabs) feed?

13. List 4 reasons why estuaries are important coastal ecosystems.

A.

B.

C.

D.

14. Identify regions A - E on the diagram below:

A.__________________

B.__________________

C.__________________

D.__________________

E.__________________

15.  How do the plants found in salt marshes tolerate being covered with salty sea water?

16. List two organisms in Phylum Chlorophyta that are found on the mud flats of estuaries.
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17. Shorebirds are found at very high densities in estuaries. What are some physical features
of shore birds that helps prevent them from competing for the same food resources? Why
are estuaries important habitats for shorebirds?

18. Define the following terms:

A. Intertidal

B. Chemosysnthesis

C. Primary production

D. Symbiosis

E. Mutualism

F. Parasitism

G. Deposit feeder

H. Suspension feeder

I. Detritus

J. Estuary

K. Infauna

L. Epifauna

M. Mangrove
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19. Matching:

_____a. Mud shrimps I.  Animals that burrow

_____b. Birds II. Deposit Feeders

_____c. Black muds III. Hydrogen Sulfide

_____d. Clams IV. Meiofauna

_____e. Tardigrades V. Predators

_____f. Sand Crabs VI. Primary Production

_____g. Kinorynchs

_____h. Ghost Shrimps

_____i. Moon Snail

_____j. Sand Dollars

_____k. Rotten Egg Smell

_____l. Benthic Diatoms

_____m. Sea Lettuce

_____n. Sea Cucumber

20. The diagram on the right shows three types of coral reefs.  

A. The top drawing is a ?____________________

B. The middle drawing is a/an?_______________

C. The bottom drawing is a/an?_______________
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21. List two toxic organisms that can be found on the reef flat.

22. What are three physical conditions required for the formation of coral reefs?  Why are
these conditions necessary for reef formation?

23. Corals belong to Phylum _______________, Class _________________.  How does this
class differ from other classes within the phylum?

24. What do corals feed on?

25. Describe the relationship between corals and zooxanthellae.  What is coral bleaching?

26. Matching

_____a. Herbivorous Gardeners I. Anemone Fish

_____b. Important to beach formation II. Damsel Fish

_____c. Eat Zooxanthellae within coral III. Eel

_____d. Toxic ambush predator IV. Lion Fish

_____e. Water column stalker V. Parrot Fish

_____f. Crevice feeder VI. Stone Fish

_____g. Mutualistic relationship with Cnidarian VII. Trumpet Fish

_____h. Sets up cleaning stations VIII. Wrasse
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27. What are 5 threats to coral reef ecosystems?

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

28. List 4 characteristics of the epipelagic zone.

A. C.

B. D.

29. List three characteristics of the mesopelagic zone

A.

B.

C.

30. Why do a number of mesopelagic organisms migrate to the surface at night and then
migrate down to deeper region during the day?

31. Give two examples of phytoplankton, zooplankton, and nekton that are found in the
epipelagic zone.

Phytoplankton Zooplankton Nekton

____________________ ____________________ ____________________

____________________ ______________________ ____________________
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32. Define the following terms:

A. Twilight Zone

B. Neritic Province

C. Oceanic Province

D. Pelagic Zone

E. Benthic Zone

F. Photic Zone

G. Aphotic Zone

H. Deep Scattering Layer

33. Identify regions A - F on the diagram below:

A.______________

B.______________

C.______________

D.______________

E.______________

F.______________

34. Salps, larvaceans, and tunicates belong to Phylum __________, Subphylum__________

35. Why are midwater organisms often red in color?
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36. How do the following organisms feed?

A. Swordfish

B. Blue whale

C. Whale shark

D. Anchovies and Sardines

E. Pacific herring

37. List 5 adaptations found in epipelagic fishes.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

38. What are three major adaptations found in mesopelagic fishes?

39. What device is used to collect deep water organisms?

40. What are the 5 most common groups of organisms found on the deep sea floor?

41. What are the common names of two mesopelagic fishes?
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42. List three structural or behavior features of anchovy, herring, and other clupeoid fish that
explain why they account for such a large portion of the world fish catch.

43. Describe why fat soluble toxins, such a DDT, dioxins, and PCB’s, become more
concentrated in tissues at each higher trophic level in marine food chains. List the trophic
levels leading to the decline of bald eagles due to DDT contamination.

44. Why are oil spills so harmful to marine mammals and birds?

45. Define or give and example of the  following terms:

A. EEZ: Exclusive Economic Zone

B. Clupeoid Fish

C. Primary Sewage Treatment

D. Bycatch

46. What are two toxic substances that can be biologically magnified in the food chain. What
is meant by the term “BIOLOGICAL MAGNIFICATION”?
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47. Explain the following types os fishing techniques and list a type of fish that is caught by
each technique.

A. Longlining

B. Trawling

C. Purse Seining

D. Drift Netting

48. What is meant by “Fishing Down The Food Web”?

49. What are two consequences of fishing down the food web?

50. Most fish are at what trophic level? ___________
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